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only par~ihrase Mae West: ideology had nothing to do with
ONEit. canWhen
last week, Soviet tanks rolled into Czechoslovakia, it was
not the forces of socialism on the march. The thunder was of big power
chauvinism. The historical analogy was not with Hungary in 1956, bat
with Guatemala's in 1954 in the wake of the CIA invasion, and with the
Dominican Republic in 1965 when Lyndon Johnson sent in the marines
to chuck out the lawfully constituted government. The. Soviet incantation
about "leading personalities" of Czechoslovakia ajpIpealingto Moscow to
intervene and set matters right has an eerie family parallel to what the
Americans are wont to say each time they mOVeroto a Latin American
country. The pitiful attempt to make the intrusion look like a combined
manoeuvre on the piart of five Warsaw Pact countries is similarly straight
out of the American book: for the Organisation of American States,
read Warsaw Pact countries (or the rump of it). Peaceful co-existence
has its uses: the Russians are leaming fast from the FBI and the CIA.
All this is not to suggest that ideology was not in d:anger in Czechoslovakia. An erosion of socialist values has been the order of the day 'for
quite some time over most of East Europe. Nilcita Khrushchev set the
trend in 1956, and the erosion of the moral as well as the behavioural
principles of socialism has gone deeper and deeper with every year sin~
tllen. Khrushchev's removal in 1964 did not indicate a halt in the pro~
cess, l?ut merely a shift in style, flamboyance giving way to desiccated accountancy. The accountancy, however, was still )n terms of Jiarrow,
material gains. Passion went out of the movement for communism, or,
rather, passion for goulash and slivovits drowned the rest of the competing emotions.
True, _there has been, in recent months, an erosion of socialist values
in Czechoslovakia, but in this the latter was merely taking the cue from
the great Fatherland. You cannot hobnob with Marshal T'rto, and expect
Comrade Dubcek to be a puritan. You cannot murmur sweet endearments into the ears of Lady Bird Johnson at Glassboro, and expect the
rest of the East Eurqpeans to be lesser beings. A Liberman at home is
bound to give rise to an pta Sit in Prague. Revisionism is not a divisible
property. The infection catches on. Having themselves sponsored the
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rush away from the precepts and practice of socialism, the Russians are in
no !position to complain that what was
happening in Czech06lovakia was the
death of ideology. Ideology---{)r even
elementary human emotions-did
not
bother the Russians when, three
months ago, even after apprehending
on their own territory a plane-load of
American soldiers bound for Vietnam,
they allowed the plane to continue its
onward journey, bombs, napalm, soldiers all.
Dubcek, let it be remembered, had
his liberal education in the party
schools in Moscow. If the overwhelming mass of the Czechoslovak Communist Party have now come to hold
a soft view of what a communist party
stands for-and
of what company a
socialist nation should keep-the
gentlemen currently in ipOwer in the
Kremlin cannot absolve themselves
from the guilt and the shame. The.
·"counter~evolution"
Moscow Radio
is now fuming about did not originate
in the Western world and has not
been smuggled in by the imperialists
and the revanchists : it is a product of
the Soviet Union itself.
And last week's march of Soviet
ground and air forces into Czechoslovakia is certainly not to save the
Czechs and the Slovaks from the imminent fate of an ignoble, counter-revolutionary 'finale. Liberalism is still
all right, but only so long as liberalism
unfolds itself under the hegemony of
the U.S.S.R.
The Russian logic
seems to have been : be a rake, but be
a rake in the company of papa. In the
progress towards rakedom, children
however tend to stray beyond papa's
ki·ngdom. It is not their actual lapse
from socialist principles, but the iP'I'0spective leap the Czechoslovaks were
said to be contemplating to the Western world-membership
of the World
Bank and all that-which has cooked
their goose. The re-assertion of Soviet power will not however mean a
return to the path of socialist transformation. The Russians have traded
socialism for what these days passes
for Big Power chauvinism. Comrade
Brezhnev can expect a congratulatory
cable from Lyndon B. JohnsoR.
Meanwhile, the Czech leaders are

2

back home, after making undisclosed
concessions. That they carried on
talks under duress in Moscow without
insisting on a IjJlriorand· total withdrawal of the punitive expedition
again shows a great lack, at the crucial hour, of guts, a failing which we
have come to associate with Asian
liberals educated at Oxbridge. The
Czech liberals are indeed chip of the
Russian block. It also appears that
what the Russians fear most is that at

Mr R:

a future date a nuclear West Germany
might get into a not-very-unfriendly
Czechoslovakia-without
direct American involvement but backed by the
Pentagon, like .Israel-and this would
then lead to a dreaded confrontation
with the U.S.-an
eventuality the
Kremlin shudders to face. That is why,
for the sake of safeguarding the continent of peace that is Europe today, the
Russians want to man the West German-Czechoslovak
border.

•.

End Of A Puppet Show
The farce of parliamentary democracy in Punjab has ended after eight
months. The puppet Ministry of Mr
Lachman Singh Gill has crumbled
with the withdrawal of Congress support which propped it lliP in office,
and President's rule has been imposed.
It has been reported that the midterm :poll in Punjab will be held in
February when two other States,
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, are already
scheduled to go through the exercise.
West Bengal will have its new legislature by then, and if the Congress programme of felling united front ministries by hook Or by crook succeeds, a
few more States should be on the waiting list. On Independence Day the
Congress President said in Calcutta
that mid'-term polls in Punjab and
Madhya Pradesh appeared unavoidable. Mr Gill was out within ten
days; it would appear that Madhya
Pradesh is now perilously near President's rule. The position of the Conggress party in the remaining non-Congress States is such that it cannot hOlpe
for an instant overthrow of the ministries there. But efforts will continue,
especially in Kerala which has· a type
of ministry that is a red rag to the
Congress bull. Till the Congress mission has been accomplished, defection
will continue to be honourable and a
patriotic duty in certain circumstances.
The fall of the Gill Ministry is not,
however, strictly according to the
Congress programme.
On the contrary, it denotes the failure of the
Congress experiment with a constitutional monstrosity for the second time.

The first was in West Bengal when a
band of renegades, headed by Dr P. C.
Ghosh, was installed in office in defence of democracy. Mr Gill with
fifteen other legislators deserted the
ruling coalition in Punjab a few weeks
after Dr Ghosh and was similarly rewarded by the Congress for his act
of betrayal. In both States ipOwerwas
seized by the Congress while office remained with the puppets. But the
analogy ends there. The Congress has
not dared to eXjpCriment in Punjab
with the entire process which West
Bengal was made to go through before President's rule was imposed.
Perhaps enough would not have been
enough for the Congress even then
but for the constitutional deadlock in
West Bengal created by the S(peaker
which the Government was powerless
to resolve. In Punjab the party did
not formally join the Ministry, and it
brought down the Government when
the tension within as a result of this
prolonged denial reached a breaking
point.
The Congress leaders have cited
Punjab as another token of their fealty to the democratic process. An impression has been sought to be created that the Congress was in a position to form a stable Ministry in the
State, but the Prime Minister and the
Congress President in their wisdom
decided to give the people a chance
to have a ministry of their choice. Yet
they did nothing to stop the "political
poaching" of Mr Gill's Janta party
members by Mr Rarewala, leader of
the Punjab Congress legislature party.
AUGUST 31, 1968
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Mr lhrewala
claimed to. have in his
packet sixteen non-Congress
legislators, most of them from the Janta
iParty, whom he could pull out any
time the Congress High Command desired.
The multi-time defectors, the
I "Ayarams" and "Gayarams" as they
are popularly known, were very much
in evidence 10 the past few weeks,
shuttling almost dally between the
Congress and the Janta lP'arty. The
Congress leaders took no notice; perhaps they had salved their conscience
with the nicety that Mr Rarewala was
inducing (;arpet-crossing and not floor'crossing.
It must have been known
to them all the time that Mr Rarewala
was not labouring without Jlmpose; he
was yet to get hIS deserts tor toppling
the UP Mimstry of Mr Gurnam ;,mgh
last year and was not preJl,ared to wait
any longer. He was encouraged
in
his expectations when the putPpet Ministry was imposed on the ~tate instead of President's
rule and again
when he began !poaching Mr GIll's
men. Obviously, he acted in conni/ vance with the central leaders of the
party. The apple-cart of the Congress
was utPset by the split in the legislaf ture party, as in West Bengal, with
too many donkeys running after a limited number of carrots.
Had Mr
Rarewala and the State Congress President, Mr Zail Singh, not fallen out,
the central leaders of the party would
have pOsliPoned their obeisance to the
I democratic process. President's rule
had to be imposed to ;prevent an immediate disintegratian of the party in
Punjab, and the Congress leaders are
trying to make a virtue of this necessity.

Goings-On In Burn1a
A correspondent writes:
The Associated Press correspondent
in Rangoon and the only
Burmese
journalist allowed
to come outside
Burma since 1965) Mr Peter Boog,
has aroused wide interest by his reports
in Far Eastern
Economic
Review. He considers the Burmese
"'guerillas stooges of Peking and writes approvingly about the US-Soviet
collaboration against .them.
Ne Win,
AUGUST
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reports Mr Boog, has .turned to both
Washington and Moscow for help to
meet the Chinese menace.
The US
is willing to back Ne Win to the hilt
since the effort to keep him in power
falls into
its broad idealogical
and
political
cammitment
in South-East
Asia-to.
contain
'Chinese
expansianism'
and allaw govenrments
in
the region to 'freely evolve their own
political systems without coercion and
pressure from outside'.
The US has
been involved in a substantial ten-year
military aid
programme
to. Burma
which expires this year.
Ne Win discussed a new agreement with President Johnson during his visit to the
US in September
1%6.
The terms
of the new agreement may never be
announced
but they are believed to
be considerably larger than the previous ones.
Since the guerillas
in
Burma
launched
their
campaign
against Ne Win,
huge US transport
jets have landed for the first time in
Rangaon bringing in substantial consignments of sophisticated, anti-guerilla weapans especially
suited for any.
action in the thick jungles of Central
Burma and the swamps of the lower
region.
A seven-man
top Burmese,
defence te.am left recently with the.
chief of the military equipment delivery team, Cal Merrit, on' a hush-hush
mission to Tokyo
to inspect large
lots of US weapons at one ,of the big
US military bases there.
US. ,pilot
instructors
have also been called in
to help Burmese pilots train on the
dozen-add supplied F-86 fighters.
The Saviet Union, as Peter, Boag
writes, has also moved fast to Ifill in
the void created by the withdrawal
af Chinese influence-which
was the
determining
factor in any Burmese
:political decisian until the rift. Me
Kosygin sent a message to General Ne
Win a month after the dramatic rupture with China.
This was follawed
almost immediately
by a top-level
seven-man
economic mission which
spent over a manth in Rangoon discussing the possibility of Soviet aid
to help stabilize the Burmese economy ..
Mr Boog says that, as things are,
they have in Burma today a war by.
proxy:
Peking supporting the CPB
in its attempts to depose Ne Win i

and the Soviet Union and the US both
supporting Ne Win to suppress the
CPB's "war of national liberation".
It is the anly time since the end of
Warld War 11 that both the Soviets
and the US have had identical interest
-containing
China.
The Christian Science Monitor, the
Bostan daily, recently came out with a
similar piece of news. The Russians
seem to be eager, Monitor writes, to
spare Burma a !possible Vietnam type
war which Cammunist China appears
to be planning. Moscow has sent top
undercover military intelligence agents
to Rangoon and Mandalay to. find out
how strong are the insurgent tribes and
White Flag
communists
there and
whether these groups can get together
and overthraw General Ne Win's government.
If their awn communists
took over Burma, the Russians would
have no objection.
But they would
rather see General Ne 'Win in pawer
than have pro-Peking communists ruling the country.
After studying reports of its agents, Mascow will decide
whether the Ne Win regime can be
saved or whether to write off Burma
altagether.
If the present government
seems likely to survive, the Russians
will send in military aid, if requested.
The US military assistance pact with
Burma expired in July.
If Washington does not renew it, Burma may
very well take up the Saviet offer.
It has been reported
that proSoviet communist
:parties in Latin
America have been ipstructed by Moscow to oppose guerilla activity. Since
no such obliging communist
party
exists in Burma, the anly course that
seems open to Mascow is to teach the
'adventurists'
a good lesson.
Those who think that the Czech
crisis will block US-Soviet co-operation in Burma and elsewhere are living
in a world of their own. "News photos of Brezhnev", remarked one experienced US diplomat to. Newsweek,
"op one side of Johnson and Kosygin
on the other would make both men
ovenright
heroes in Russia" . The
Russ~ans are badly in need of some
heroes today.
The Johnson offer to ~
go. even to Moscow to solve the Czech
crisis might provide the Russians with
the right photographic
opportunity.

View from Delhi

Pathetic Parody
FROM

A

POLITICAL

CORRESPONDENT

NDIA'S !policy towards the superIPowers
has no beginning and no
end. The Government's abject dependence on them for its survival and
their own stake in its stablIity have
resulted in a convergence
of superPower interests in India, rendering
non-alignment
an irrelevant
parody.
When tht; Soviet arms deal with pakistan stole on us almost unawares, Mrs
. Indira Gandhi could quibble out of
an awkward
situation
because
the
Opposition's attack was mainly on the
failure of India's policies.
The Government was nol called upon to express a value judgment then because
the arms deal involved issues far less
fundamental
than what are involved
in the action against, Czechoslovakia.
Looking back on the week's deve100pments, it was extremely clumsy of
the Soviet leadership to have packed
the arms deal and the invasion of
Czechoslovakia into a single short session of the Indian Parliament.
In result, Soviet prestige in the country has
gone plummeting
down to the zero
!point in a matter of 'five weeks and the
Congress as well as the two official
communist parties are s:plit on Czechoslovakia.
When the Prime Minister lisped in
the Lok Sabha on Wednesday
(Au.gust 21) that she was waiting to ascertain more facts about the development before making a statement, she
was taking the nation for a ride. What
facts remained to be ascertained when
the Soviet Embassy had informed the
Indian Government that the Warsaw
Pact troops had entered Czechosl6vakia?
Mr V. K. Krishna Menon, before he went into !political wilderness,
used to say that even the United Nations has not defined aggression. Was
it for want of an authoritative definition that Mrs Gandhi wanted to put
off her statement till the evening?
It was indeed comical when she

ti'·
h
d con
. d emn S·OVIet ac·
said that except for the AustraliaIl
th e nouse
soul
tion when it had not condemned U.S.
Prime Minister, no leader had reacted
.
. V' t
T
bl k
yet to the developments, implying that
aggreSSIon 10
Ie nam.
wo
ac s
she had been hustled into making a certainly do not make a white.
.
f
f
statement which might well turn out
It was not Just a matter 0 want a
A precedent could always
to be !premature.
Her statement did precedent.
not so much as mention the Soviet
be created.
Even Mrs , Gandhi
could
,
.
Union or any Warsaw Pact Power di- not overcome the temptation of smprectly but limited itself to expressing
ing a.t the Swatantra Party which had
been critical
of the Government's
familiar platitudes.
As it turned out, her d.isapproval· of close relations with Czechoslovakia
in
the Soviet action would not go beyond
the past. If one knows Big Business's
interests, it is the biggest ally of the
what the West European
communist
parties or even a East European !party, Soviet bloc now and would like trade,
mOre and more and more trade, just as
namely the
Rumanian
IPrarty, saId.
some political interests in the country
Communist
parties have denounced
the aggression. Socialist countries had would want it too.
By Thursday evening (August 22),
condemned it. But India only dep.the non-communist
Opposition
had
- lored it. The CPI was the only party
wrested from Mrs Gandhi air. assurwhose stand fell short of the Governance that India
would support the
menl's.
Mr Yogindra Sharma's written up speech was a masterpiece
of Czechoslovak case in the U.N. But by
equivocation.
The CPI (M)'s s!pokes- Friday morning it became known that
India had abstained in the voting on
man, Mr P. Ramamurti,
looked anxithe Security Council resolution. Amous to impress the House that h.is party
idst the
Parliament storm
on this,
had its areas of disagreement WIth both
tried to explain
that
China and the Soviet Union.
In the Mrs Gandhi
India's objection was to the use of the
process, he said again and again that
word "condemn" which it wanted rehis party's !position was "absolutely
placed by "deplore."
The
Opposiclear", which indeed it was not. Mr
tion's campaign seemed \pointless be,Ramamurti
forgot to explain it before
cause the Prime' Minister had never
he sat down. But he made the point
to "condemn"
the Soviet
that no communist party could SUlP", agreed
port the Soviet position because the Union.
.The fear of stepped-U(p Soviet milimess it was in was its own cre,a~ion.
tary aid: to Pakistan (which was one
Besides, there could be no mIlItary
soluti9n to a political issue.
Perhrups of the three countries to abstain from
voting on the resolution)
or the fear
that was some anticipation
of the
Chinese reaction which was not yet of a tapering off of Soviet ecnomic
and arms aid to India
might have
known.
It transpired
in the lobbies
weighed with the Cabinet which decidlater that some of his colleagues were
ed the stand on the resolution.
What
Got in agreement
with, Mr Ramais of interest here is what happens to
murti's line (he is considered an antithe Tashkent agreement signed under
Soviet hardliner by his partymen).
It would be worth
awaiting
the the auspices of a friend whose conduct
CPI (M)'s learned mqposition on the even Mrs Gandhi could not help "deCzechoslovak developments because it ploring".
has been an enthusiastic champion of
"unity of action" in Vietnam.
What . Strange Co-incidence
By a strange co-incidence, the rekind of unity in action would be poshad assembled in
sible with a country that commit9 agg- vived "Syndicate"
New
Delhi
and
was
waiting
in the winression on another socialist country,
gs
amidst
the
high
drama.
Its
initial reremains to be explained to the party's
action
was
to
force
Mrs
Gandhi's
ousrank and 'file.
ter, using the issue as a lever. Mr S.
The communist obsession, as was to
Nijalingappa rushed to the Press with
be expected,
was with Mr
Minoo
a strongly worded statement perhaps
Masani of the Swatantra Party.
Mr
to
indicate
to the people that the
Yogindra Sharma saw no reason why
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Prime Minister's stand does not re;present the party's. (Mr Asoka' Mehta's
resignation is not directly related to
the Syndicate's plan for Mrs Gandhi's
ouster) .
On second thoughts, the Syndicate
as decided to put off the plan to the
inter session of Parliament. The
newspaper lock-out has craIlllPcd the
style of leaders like ,Mr Atulya Ghosh
and Mr Patil: it has inhibited their
action when everything seemed' set for
a coup.

The I(erala Re~ord
RAM}!

MR

K. P. R. Gopalan, the veteran communist who has become
a legend during his li(etime, launched an open attack recently on the
United Front Government and his
own Communise (Marxist) Party. It
is not as if Gopalan has. gone over to
the extremist, breakaway section of
the Marxists. His position vis-a-vis
Desai Again
!TI'~~his party is still undefined at the time
, Whether the Syndicate really be- of writing and he, for all practical
lieves it or not, it is campaigning to purposes, is a Marxist MLA. and a
establish that Mrs Gandhi was behind member of the dominant partner in
the recent
drive
against
Mr the ruling UFo Yet, his comments
Morarji Desai.
Mr Desai survived were devastating and an echo of pubthe crisis because the issue was decid- -lic sentiments. Even if it was conceded by vote in the Lok Sabha and not ed that the UF Government was beton princilples. In any case, his image ter than the Congress regimes in the
has been tarnished beyond redemption past, this would be no compliment to
but the Prime Minister cannot afford the UFo The fact remains that it has
to lose him especially when Mr Atulya not lived u!Pto the expectations woven
Ghosh has brought Mr Chavan closer into the concept of the Front, on the
to the Syndicate in preparation for basis of its reformist mouthings.
'the coming coup.
The UF has let the people down.
The Syndicate's main objective now They never expected a revolution unis to launch a powerful campaign in der it but they, had every justification
·the Press against the Prime Minister for hoping that some fundamental reas soon as the lock-outs are lifted, in forms would come to their benefit and
!preparation for the showdown next that there would be a change of values
session. One gets a clue to what the helping to give them a chance to sePrime Minister had in mind when she cure a place in the sun. The hopes
said in Parliament on Friday-"it
is have been belied and the people are
easy to join the crowd" in the shout- in the grip of utter frustration, which
Jng. Obviously she meant the Syndi- is proving a fertile ground for ch~ucate.
vinistic communal or religious mumHer connter-strategy now would be bo-jumbo creeds and fascist tendento point out to the Soviet leadership cies.
"that in spite of hostile public o:pinion
The seven-party UF which came
in the country since the arms deal, to 'power crushing the Congress has
the Government has been consistently failed to make a break £rom the past.
sup,porting the Soviet Union and had The holier-than-thou attitude of the
p;:frained from condemning it. It components of the UF and their unwould be part of Mrs Gandhi's perso- principled eagerness to show off at
nal manoeuvring to strengthen her the eXlpense of other partners is at
own position.
the root' of the trouble. The UF has
August 25, 1968 been united only for the sake of
clinging to power.
For the rest,
FRONTIER is available from
they
have
been as antagonistic as any party in the opposition
S. P . CHATTERJEE
group. At the root of the trouble are
•,Steel Market
the two communist parties. If they
Statesman Office
had acted together, with a single objective purpose in view, things would
Durgapur-4
I'
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not have come to such a pass. Their
inveterate habit of being at loggelrheads with each other has beni'fited
not only the opposition but much
worse, the entrenched vested Interests
represented by the top officialdom.
If there is an impression that the
United Front Cabinet or the co-ordination committee of the seven parties
are at the helm of affairs in the State
it would be far from the truth. Actually, it is the tOlP.bureaucrats who
are at the command posts of the administration. Thanks to the peculiar
set-up, the bureaucrats have been
encouraged to presume that they have
the Ministry in the hollow of their
Ipalms. A very wide latitude has been
given to the top officers. Even those
against whom the Ministry had initiated action, to call them to account
for malpractices, have succeeded in
finding their way back to positions of
power and influence in the administratiop.
The canny officers are playing one
party against the other: a diminutive
version of the divide-and-rule policy
of the British colonialists. The officers feel they can openly flout the
Ministers. The classic example, recently, is that of the Agricultural Production Commissioner who had the
temerity to cancel an order given by
the Minister in charge of his de:partment.
•
The lAS officers never had it so
good. Admittedly there are elements
among this super-class of officials who
have a sense of duty and responsibility towards the people. But, to most
of them, the presence of the United
Front Ministry is a godsend: for personal aggrandisement. There is. one
lAS officer, the secretary of a department, who is a member of nothing
less than 30 committees or boards.'
The others are not that fortunate.
They have to be satisfied with membership in a dozen committees or so.
The lAS men are omniscient, it
would seem. Thus, the Secretary of
the Education Department, an lAS
man, has become the Chief Editor of
the encyclop~dia purely on the
strength of his official eminence.
Knowledge of the subject had to make
way before the all-embracing charac-
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ter which the lAS cadre has been
sity is a. classic example.
The admiinvested with under the present minisnistration of this new university has
try. The same official, in addition, is been groamed on lines similar to those
a member in mOore than a dozen comaf Kerara University, which is notorimittees, including the three Akademies
ous for maladministration
and malof the State.
practices, being
the hruppy hunting
The Director of Collegiate Educaground of a handful of vested intertian is also the Secretary of the Sahitya
ests. In the appointment af top offiAkademi.
Official eminence is a betcials to Calicut University, in the forter quaBficatiOon than literary accommation of the University
Syndicate,
plishment for this post, it would seem.
the Government has been actuated by
Three out of the five members namiparty consideratians
that were reflectnated by the Government to. the Exe- _ ed even in the inauguration ceremony
cutive Board of the Sahitya Akademi
which was reduced to the stature of a
are Government
officials and among
function arganised by a palitical1party.
them is a District Callector who., in
The callausness,
inefficiency mayaddition, is either a member ar chairbe, of the Ministers defies description.
man of twa dozen committees, incluPublic service, has reached unbelievding the District Develapment
Comably low standards.
The afficials can
mittee.
abviously get away with any act of
Under such a set-up, no governcommission or amissian.
The welment officer can discharge his basic
fare aspect of a welfare State has been
wark satisfactorily.
He is seldom
atrophied into. the welfare of afficials
faund in his office, as he has to. mave
at all levels.
The recently canstructfram ane conference
to. anather
an
ed 'Model' Regianal Theatre at Trialmast all days af the manth.
In this
chur at a cast af Rs 9 lakhs is a slap
they have been encauraged by a Gavin the face af the peaple.
The expenernment which has generously increassive building has turned into. a sieve
ed their travelling and daily allawance
and without the help af an umbrella
by ane hundred per cent I
ane cannat sit in the auditorium durBecause. af mutual distrust and ri- ing rains and one needs baots to. negavalry among the 'camponent parties af tiate the chronically
flaoded
stage.
the United
Frant, nan-officials
are Yet, not a finger has been lifted by the
nat trusted at all. These party rivalMinistry to. bring to boak the afficials
ries reach ridiculous heights.
Each
respansible for this waste of money.
party wants to. have representatian
As with the theatre, the spirit of
through its nominees in every comsupreme indifference to public intermittee. Ability ar dependability of the ests and tplfafligacy in spending public
nominee to serve on a committee is no funds has become
a feature af the
guideline far sponsaring
one.
The
administratian.
main point is to keep away the namiThe oppasition parties are as bad
nee of rival Iparties. Thus, ane finds
as the ruling anes.
They waste their
,me1!1bers who. co~ld not care less for energy an attempts
to canjure up
libraries and library movement, inclu'political windmills to tilt against. They
ded in the Library Advisory Board,
have no vision or courage to pin the
and those who have had no. aptitude
UF dawn to. its election plank.
for it, included in literary ar educaAnd, currently,
they
are out on
tion cammittees.
It is fantastic that
their favourite 'liberation' game. . The
such a body as the Sahitya Akademi
bishops conferred
recently and gave
has been constituted on the basis of an ultimatum to. the Gavernment that
giving representation
to. political par- the proposed University Bill, seeking
ties.
to curb
the pawers of the private
sectar in the business
of education,
would be resisted tooth and nail.
It
Obsession
may be recalled that it was the EduAt every step, at every stage, this
cation Bill, which sought to. take away
obsession with narrow party interests
lucre fram
it, that provoked
the
avershadows
all other consideration.s.
Church to. take the field against the
The
formation
of Calicut Univer-

6

the C
commupist
ministry in 1957-58.
A
more
similar situation is developing.
An
part)
the oppasitian,
it wauld
seem, is
Mini
about to. rally under the mercenary
Mad
banner of the' ho.ly church in its thre·
turn
atened holy war to protect the privi.
N
lege of the church to carryon
a "free
trade" in educatio.n with the heJw of , prin
asso
the capital
furnished
from public
cerr
funds.
ave.

vak
dut
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BUT
for the Bratislava declaration
. the shock at the invasion of
Czechoslavakia
by the Saviet -Union
and faur of its Warsaw Pact allies
wauld perha:ps have been less. The declaratian' gave an impression that the
Soviet Un ian, for the time being at
least, has recanciled itself to the new
regime in Czechoslovakia.
It appear
now that the declaration was a smoke
screen; the Russians took one step
backward to march many steps f ward.
The apalogists of the Savie
Union have been hard put to. it to explain the invasion, though Tass has
lost no time in laying down the line.
The majority of the few papers that
are coming out have described the
Soviet action as "outrageous".
The
have rejected the Tass cxplanatio ,
that the leaders of the Czechoslovak
Party and Government
invited inter·
vention to put down anti-socialist forces in the country.
One paper has
called the statement a patent prevarication or a play with words while another has labelled it as shameless deceit.
The defenders of the Soviet action, on
the other hand, have taken shelter behind the Tass statement and criticised
"arm-chair revolutionaries"
who refuse
to. understand that socialist state sy
terns, merely by the fact of their being
socialist, are not automatically guaranteed against assaults from the forces
of capitalism.
The developments in
Czechoslovakia
completely
aversh
dowed a minor coup' carried out by
the Congress on the day by tappling
AUGUST
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the Gill Ministry in Punjab. Onlytw9
more Ministries remain now which the
party wants to fell. It seems the next
Ministry on the Congress list is of
Madhya Pradesh ; then will come the
tum of the UF Ministry in Kerala.
National Herald with which the
Prime Minister, Mrs Indira Gandhi, is
associated is not satisfied with the concern expressed by her in Parliament
over what is happening in Czechoslovakia. The paper says that it is the
duty of the world to see that intervengon ends, lhough intervention has already done damage to the reputation
of the Soviet Union and the cause of
socialism. When the sovereignty of a
country is violated and there is unwanted and unprovoked
intervention,
India must do her duty; India must
uphold the right of a people to choose
the regime they want and to maintain their sovereignty.
In the opinion
of the paper the Soviet interventio.n
amounts to assertion
of big-power
chauvinism.
It seems, the paper says,
socialism has not been able to eradicate national characteristics and interests, and the small powers, all along
the Soviet border, in spite of their present security, cannot but be uneasy
that what is happening to Czechoslovakia might happen to them.
It can-'
not be that only Ifegimes which are
subservient to a big power represent
the people.
The international
socialist system, which has been established all along the Soviet border, has, it
seems now, meant no real equality o.r
sovereignty.
In the name of the socialist security system of the Warsaw
Pact, to which the new regime in Czechoslovakia
was committed
and to
which there was no. danger, fear seems
to have developed of Czechoslovakia
becoming as independent as Rum@ia,
if not Yugoslavia, and encouraging independence in other countries of the
Warsaw Pact. The Soviet Union will
find it difficult ultimately to. resist the
desire for equality and some independence. And it will be difficult to resist the spirit of freedom which has,
grown in all socialist countries.
The
paper suspects that the purpose o.f the
intervention is to re-install some "now
unknown" leaders with probably Novotny at their head and to influence
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were open to them. The full facts are
the elections to the Central Committee
at the Party Congress to be held in not yet available about the danger
which forced the Soviet Union and its
early September.
"This can hardly
impress the world and it will not im- other allies to conclude that failure to
act would mean abetment of the repress even the peoples of the Warsaw
actionary forces and anti-socialist tenPact countries".
dencies in Czechoslovakia and disrupQuoting Malcolm Muggeridge that
tion of the socialist camp which could
"America is making !people Commuirreparably
damage peace in EUfOlpe
nist and Russia is making people
and
probably
invoke the forces of
anti-Communist"
Amrita Bazar Patrika
world
war.
The
forces of world
says that the actions of the two supercapitalism
are
in'finitely
more subtle
powers show that the old, old jungle
out their anti-socialist
law governs' the fate o.f millions of in carrying
!people. To cheering, whistling vete- plots today and have diverted their
energies into covert subversion rather
rans of other wars President Johnsonthan
active anq open intervention.
declares that the bombing won't be
This
should
not be ignored by those
stopped in Vietnam. On the following
who would interpret the "entry" of
day Russian forces move into CzechoSoviet and allied troops as intended
slovakia on a patently aggressive mission. The rest of the world can only to come in the way of the Czechoslovaks choosing their own path of deve-deplore the slaughter of freedom and
lopment.
In the unfortunate
and
human values by arrogance of 'power.
difficult
situation
that
has
developed,
It is now clear that the Russian leaders
had not thrown the Warsaw letter in- the hope of an early end to the crisis
lies in the exercise of restraint.
The
to. the wastepaper
basket but had
creation
of
such
co.nditions
in
the
spi-'
made a temporary retreat only to gain
rit
of
the
Bratislava
agreement
as
will
time and perfect their preparations for
lead
to
the
liquidation
of
the
danger
armed
intervention:
The
clumsy
to socialism can still be achieved
menaces and threats with which the
through the common effort of all the
Warsaw'letter
was replete liave been
translated into action.
It will be still socialist countries so that the speedy
asked what Russia hopes to gain by withdrawal of Warsaw Pact troops is
facilitated.
this outrageous
assault on tbe independence and sovereignty of a small
Lock-out
country ? There is hardly any rooms
The expected has happened in the
for doubt tbat "unity of the forces of
newspruper
strike; the management of
socialism", instead of being strengthenthe
newspapers
have declared a locked, will be considerably weakened by
out.
The
management
of The Hindu,
this reckless act. Rumania and Yugowhich was not on strike, has followed
slavia will be further alienated, and
suit possibly to forestall a strike to-.
the big communist parties of Europe,
wards
the end of this month.
The
which are mostly Moscow-oriented,
union
had
served
the
strike
notice
dewill 'find themselves in a dilemma.
manding reinstatement
of the union's
In spite of its unconcealed admiration for the Soviet Union, Patriot con- vice-ipresident and withdrawal of suspension orders on some other emplocedes that the "movement of troops"
yees.
It also complained
that the
into Czechoslovakia
after the Bratismanagement
had
gone
back
on
its aslava agreement is "a surprising and
surances
to
the
Madras
Government
unexpected development".
The deciabout the implementation
of the prosiofl to move troops into the territory
posals
of
the
wage
board
for
non-jourof a member-country
of the Warsaw
nalists.
Before
declaring
the
lock-out
Pact c~)Uld not have been an easy one
the
management
of
the
paper
issued
a
for the Soviet Union and its allies to
long
statement
informing
its
"valued
take.
It will perhaps be regretted
readers and advertisers" that the emmost by the Governments of the Sbviet
,ployees
under the leadership
of the
Union and the other socialist nations
union
were
bent
upon
wrecking
the
who certainly
would have avoided
work
of
producing
The
Hindu.
The
such an eventuality if any other course
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management had no alternative but to
dismiss from service a clerk who was
clearly guilty of gross indiscipline.
The fact that he was the vice-presi~dent of the union could not possibly
absolve him of his guilt or mitigate
the punishment. The management
denied that it was guilty of "bad faith"
in the matter of implementation of the
wage board proposals.
In the meantime the government
bluff that it was thinking of intervening in the dispute effectively has been
called. The Union Labour Minister
Mr Jaishuklal Hathi, declared in Par~
liament weeks ago that in the absence
of a mutual settlement Of the dispute
he would bring forward legislation
in the current session to make' the recommendations of the wage board for
non-journalists statutory.
It must
have been known to him then that the
employers would challenge the prorposed legislation in a court of law as
they have done in the case of the
journalists' wage board. But the
Minister was undeterred.
It seems now that Mr Hathi's glib
assuJance was made without the approval of the Cabinet. It has been
reported that divergent views were
expressed at a recent meeting of the
Union Cabinet to consider the news.paper strike. What stand Mr Hathi
took at the Cabinet meeting is not
known, but there is no doubt that the
majority of the Ministers were against
any legislation to make the recommendations statutory._ It was "generally
felt" that legislation would - not be
effective as it would be challenged in
a court. Moreover, it might provoke
demands that wage -board awards in
other industries also should be made
statutory;- The consensus in the Cabinet was, therefore, that legislation
should be the last recourse.
Simultaneously, the Cabinet was in-
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formed that neither the employers nor
the employees were favourably disposed towards a proposal that eighty
By A CORRESPONDENT
per cent of the entitlement arising. out
-of the wage board award could be
implemented by the employers, leaving AWIND
of non-conformism had
the rest for adjUdication. Obviously,
begun to blow in Czechoslovakia
the formula was sponsored by the long before Dubcek came to power.
Government which means that it has Whether this !piComiseda change for
resiled from its earlier stand that the the better or worse depends, perhaps,
wage board recommendations should on one's social and political views, but
be implemented fully. This is per- there was no mistaking the strength
haps the real reason for 'the Cabinet's of the new trend among Czech wrirejection of the proposal for legisla- ters, film directors, journalists, profestion. Whether the employers, some sors and students. The Czech theatre
of whom are reputed to be in a posi- and cinema acquired tones which imtion to make and unmake govern- pressed Western critics. And, above
ments, have put the screw on can be all, the Czech Press, particularly the
a matter of guess only. But it is clear journals of writers and intellectuals,
that Mr Hathi's bold pronouncement had become remarkably bold in opiin Parliament had been made without nion and expression.
the approval of the Cabinet. When
All this had hlllPipenedin spite of
a Cabinet refuses to endorse a stand President Novotny's hard-line admitaken publicly by one of its members, nistration. At the end of last Septemthe only course the honourable minis- ber the administration cracked down
ter is left with is to resign. This may on some of the forces of dissent. Three
have been the basis of a rumour that prominent writers were expelled from
Mr Hathi has resigned. The Labour the party; another's candidature for__
¥inister was prompt; his denial was the Party's Central Committee was
published simultaneously with the cancelled; and Literani Noviny, the
rumour.
chief organ of toe Writers' Union, was
India's-two major news agencies, banned. Bul it was already too late;
not affected by the strike, have start- protest, instead of being stifled, beed to feel its impact. The manage- came stronger. It was not only _the
ments of the newsI>apers on strike general public which clamoured for
have informed the ne~s agencies that reforms; the demand for change built
in view of the strike it would not be up within the party, even in its highest possible ~r them to pay their month- bodies.
~
Iy subscriptions. Primarily dependent
It was called by many people as a
as they are on the subscriptions they middle-class revolution.
get from the bigger papers, the news
In January, Novotny was ousted
agencies are in a predicament. One from his !position as party boss and
of the agencies has informed its em- allowed to retain no more than a
pIoyees that it would not be able to figurehead role as the country's Presipay them their salaries on the last - dent ; several others of his group were
day of the month as had been the simultaneously removed from posipractice so long; the other has been tions of influence. One of -the [first
pared the confession as it is yet to things Dubcek did after assuming conhave a fixed day for payment of sala- trol of the party was to make major
ry. The former has also declared concessions to writers and intellecthat no bonus, not even the statutory tuals; the Writers' Union was again
minimum, will be pi\id to the emplo- lpermitted to bring out a journal, with
yees this year; nor will they get the even greater freedom than they had
customary Puja advance. It seems all allowed themselves before. A number
the weapons in the armoury of the of Government officials who had been
newspaper owners have not been ex- associated with Novotny's diehard rehausted; some more may be se~ if gime, in~luding the chief of the secret
the dispute lingers.
police, were dismissed.
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The freedom that could now be enjoyed without fear of official disapproval was heady wine, and some might
doubt whether Dubcek was wise in removing the restraints so dramatically.
In any case, the process of "democratization" was rap!d and spectacular.
Apart from unprecedented Press freedom, Dubcek circulated a full record
of the top-level meetings held before
the changes in party cQntrol and asked
local Iparty units to comment freely;
the party Presidium decided to [publish full accounts of its meetings for
public scrutiny; one member of -the
Central Committee even suggested_
that the Government should be required to win votes of confidence in the
Natiomd Assembly.
Early in March came the curious
affair of Major-General Sejna, which
only intensi1fied public feeling against
the Novotny gro~
Sejna-defected to
the USA not because he wanted to get
out of a communist country, but because he had an unsavoury record as
one of Novotny's cohorts. According
to the Czechoslovak Press, Sejna had
played a' leading role in an abortive.
military coup with which Novotny
had planned to \prevent his removal
from warty command. He had simply
fled from public disgrace and possible
punishment.
"InJection"
- After the Sejna scandal, it was_impossible for Novotny even to remain
a figurehead President. The !party
Presidium forced him to resign. This
was late in- March, and by this time
both Russia and its hard-line allies had
become more than a little anxious Qver
the trend of events in Czechoslovakia._
The Czech infection was in -danger of
spreading, and more than 1,200 Poles
were arrested for_ demonstrating
against the Gomulka regime. But if
. any restraint on rebellious entlmsi!l-sm
was prudent at this stage, the Czechs
did not show it.
Early in Ajpril, some 3,009 people
who had suffered long' jail terms since
the establishment of Czechoslovakia's
, communist regime-on various political
charges celebrated their freedom in
Prague. Stories of past repression,'
and worse, spread from day to day.
AUGUST 31, 1968

Josef Brestimsky, Dejputy President of £or ~edier and more drastic reforms
the Czechoslovak Supreme Court, was mounting. Besides, he was more
died in mysterieus circumstances, and or less committed to convening a spesome Prague newspapers hinted that cial Party Congress in the summer,
he had been killed by an agent of those mainly to vote out sOme 40 hardwhOse abuse of- police powers under liners from the IIO-member strong
previous governments he was investi- Central Committee. The new Czech
gating. A youth magazine repeated -leaders had no option but to do a baallegations, first made by a West Ger- lancing trick as best they could. The
man weekly, that Jan Masaryk, who Russians kept ll1.P their pressure. A
was [presumed to have eommitted sui- high-powered Soviet military delegacide in 1948, had in fact been murder~ tion, headed by Andrei Grechko, the
ed-probably
by the secret police. _
Defence Minister, descended on PraIt was May, and anxiety in sOme gue, to be followed soon after by Kosy:.
neighbouring communist capitals had gin himself. Dubcek and his collea.;.
turned into alarm. Tass described the gues did all they could, short of reallegations about Masaryk's death as nouncing their pledges to the Czech
"lies from beginning to end"; Dubcek people, to reassure the Russians. Late
and his colleagues were summoned to in May, Dubcek told a group of imMoscow for a "brief comradely visit"; !patient Czech liberals:- "If we don't
almost immediately after-they
left want to repeat the tragic history of
Moscow, Polish, Hungarian, Bulgarian Hungary, it is absolutely necessary to
and East German leaders turned up (prove to the Russians that the country
there to cOIIl\Parenotes and possibly is in good coIhnlunist hands." Soon
to receive instructions on the Czech after he even agreed to allow other
situation, its implications and possible Warsaw Pact nations to conduct man·
measures to deal with them. There oeuvres in Czechoslovakia.
were dark hints. that if some "faithful" Czech communists were to ask for Troops
help, the Soviet armed forces would
So Russian troops came_to Czechointervene in Czechoslovakia.
The slovakia. Since early June they had
Polish Communist Party openly urged been stationed there and had not left
thatthe "alien, anti-socialist trend" in by the middle of July, in spite of reCzechoslovakia be "forcibly silenced". peated promises to do so. - An withTh~n, secretly, some 20,000 Russian drawal was ordered abouf this time,troqps, stationed in Poland, began but -n.ot before the Russians had tried!
moving towards the Czech-borcler.some m~r(':_pressure tactics. Moscow
_ _This, of course, was no more than -asked Du bcek to a meeting with other
~ threatening gesture, but the meaning members of -the Warsaw bloc, but he
of the threat was clear. "For God's . proposed instead bilateral talks with
sake, let's not repeat the tragic experi- leaders of these countries sqparately in
ence of the Budapest events", aPlPcab order t@ remove "certain manifest aed a broadcas~er· over Prague Radio. tions of a lack of confidence".
Dubcek was quick to reaffirm' CzechoIn the third! weelc of July events
slovakia's allegiance to the Warsaw took a more menacing turn. From
bloc's military and- economic agree- Moscow Russian leaders stepped up
ments, emphasizing-that socialism was their denunciation of the Czechoslovak
"an indispensable part" of the new heresy; buf Dubcek left nobody in
policies. The new Prime Minister, any doubt that he would go aheadOldrich Cernik, talked of his country's with the promised reforms. Brezhnev
alliance with Russia as a "firm and re- and! Kosygin flew into Warsaw for a
liable international guarantee of the meeting with Gomulka, Kadar, Ulexistence, freedom and sovereignty of . bricht, and Zhivkov of Bulgaria. In a
Czechoslovakia".
peremptory note to the Central Com:
The crisis was only temporarily de- mittee of the Czech Communist Party,
fused; the explosive charge- remained. the leaders of the five countries de·
Dubcek might have showed a little manded that the pr('cess of Jiberalizatactical caution, but public pressure tion of the Czech regime be curbed.
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people and not command by exercises in Soviet history and anxihis is no longer yOur affair alone. the
And if ordinary people, led ous Czech preparations to meet a sudThis is the affair of all communist and force"?
workers' parties." In a more ominous by some young liberals, could throw den military onslaught. All around
out leaders a!{llprovedby Moscow, how .Czechoslovakia Russian armed forces
~tone, the note addt:d:
to be on the move to"There are forces in C;zechoslovakia could Gomulka and Ulbricht feel quite were rCiplOrtedcapable of defending the socialist sys- secure in their positions in the midst wards the Czech borders; and the
tem (who can count upon) the soli- of simmering discontent among sec- Russian troops on Czech soil had
somehow failed to leave the country
darity and all-round su:pport from tions of their peoples?
after the Warsaw Pact manoeuvres.
On the other hand, intervention
fraternal socialist countries."
would!
be
no
pleasant
course.
There
The meeting at Cierna
lasted
The Czech leaders did not lose
three
.and
a
half
days,
and,
by
was
the
wossibility
of
active
resistance,
nerve. In a prof"lpt reply, Dubcek reaffirmed Czechoslovakia's friendshi;p [perhaps also by the Czechoslovak all accounts, it was no easy going for
with Russia, but pointed out that "the armed forces. While the Russians' either side. The Russians waited in
interest of socialism in Our country capacity to break the resistance by the vain for any signi'ficant disunity among
~can be served best by a spirit of employmenC of sU!{leriorforce could the Czech leaders; even the old concon1fidence and of full support by our never be in any -doubt, this was no servatives followed a pro-Dubcek
fraternal parti'~s". To make his mean- way to win friends and influence peo- line, Suslov ond others did their
ing clear, he-declared in an address to ple. There was, of course, little risk best to stress the Czech ideological
the Czech !pwple:
"We make our of significant counter-measures by the heresy; Brezhnev and others talked
own decisions as to the most suitable USA or other 'Western Powers, not of more practical implications; 'but the
socialist model for Czechoslovakia." with Vietnam and the newly discover- Czech leaders refused to acc~t that
To ensure solidarity within the party, ed identity of Big Power interests the Russians knew best what was good
he convenl~d a full meeting of the Cen- vis-a-vis the weaker nations of the fo_r _Czechoslovakia. In the end, a
tral Committee, some 40 -members of world. Yet there would be censure communique was issued describing the
which W'jre still regarded as "conser- by much of the uncommitted world in confrontation as a "a broad comrade~
vative", another 10 outspokenly libe- which Moscow has a stake and a cer- ly exchange of opinion". Dubcek and
ral and the remaining 30 apparently tain amount of strain on the develop- some of ·his colleagues then flew to
Bratislava for a further meeting with
undecided. It was the conservatives ing detente with Washington.
It is interesting, and instructive, to not only the Russians but also the
whom tre Russians rad evidently hoped to use in finding tn excuse for in- recall that, according to American Polish, Hungarian, Bulgarian and
Press rCiplorts,the CIA and the Pen- East German leaders. The brief sestervention.
The meeting was attended by all but tagon were confident even as late as sion at Bratislava did little more than
22 members o~ the Central Committee. the third week of July that the Krem- endorse the Cierna agreement.
What the agreement meant was not
By a unanimous vote the members lin would back down if the Czechs represent endorsed Dubcek's -liberaliza- fused to be - bullied. The State De- immediately clear, nor can one be certion policy. The Russians could no partment, on the other hand, believed tain of its meaning in the light of sublonger hope fOr a plausible excuse, that the Russians would eventually sequent developments. At the time,
which could only make them more· use force unless they could make the however, it seemed that Czechoslovaalarmed and angry. The Soviet dilem- Czech leaders change their policy. kia had after all escaped Soviet miliIt was assumed
ma-and it was a dilemma for other (Did the CIA convey its assessment tary intervention.
.
that the Czech leaders had agreed to
orthodox communist countries' as well to Prague? )
go a little slow in their liberalization
- -was a very real one. In the first
Cierna
_-campaign and to limit their new con!place, Czechoslovak dissidence,- folBy the end of Ju.1Y,the Russians tacts with West Germany. But it was
lowing Rumania's would seriously undermine the cohesion of the 'Warsaw had, however, given up the [pretence also -generally believed that, on the
bloc, maintained primarily by the sup- of friendly !persuasion. After Dubcek whole, the Czechs had won; they had
remacy of Soviet force and designed declined a Soviet invitation to a meet- successfully resisted any foreign dictalargely -to serve Russian interests. ing on Russian soil, the Soviet leaders tion in regard to the fundamentals of
What was more serious was that the agreed to a meeting in Czechoslova- their new policy.
kia. The site chosen was Cierna a
It seemed that the Russians had
Czech heresy, which might spread,
village in the south-east comer of Cze- accepted this, however reluctantly, and
threatened some of the bases of the choslovakia. The confrontation be- almost immediately after Bratislava it
orthodox communist system. Hadn't tween the membes of the Czech Pre- was announced that all Russian troops
one of the new Czech leaders openly sidium and the Soviet Politburo began that had gone to Czechoslovakia for
recommended a multi-party system? in an atmosphere charged with ten- the Warsaw Pact exercises had finally
Handn~t Dubcek himself once jSaid sion and fear, compounded in no small left the country. When the Russians
that the Communist
Party "should measure by the M~scow announce- did intervene later in the month, one
rule with the voluntary sUiPport of ment of one of the largest military could only conclude that eitber they
• l(
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had meant do so a11 along ar that their
interpretatian of the Cierna-Bratislava
agreement was not borne aut by the
.course of events in Czechoslovakia
during the follawing few days.
The
Russians have not produced any evidence to. lend credence to. the latter
conclusion.
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accupation af Czechaslovakia
.
by the So.viet Unian and four
ather Warsaw Pact cauntries
marks
a decisive turning :point in East Eurapean palitics, perh3(ps as momentous
as the ariginal Czech Revalutian
of
1948. The underlying
matives
behindi the Soviet actian are :probably
quite different from thase purveyed by
Tass.
The primary
justificatian
of the
Soviet mave lies in the alleged tendency of some important Czech leaders (Dubcek?)
to liquidate sacialism
at hame, disrUiPt the Warsaw Pact as
well as the Camecon, and mave claser
to. the West both
ecanomically
and
politically.
In other wards, Czechaslovakia is said to be an the threshold
of a caunter-revoluti:on
nat unlike the
Hungarian ane af 1956.
Let' us start fram this last paint.
Imre Nagy succeeded Rakasi in much
the same way that Dubcek superseded
Novatny.
Once in :pawer N~gy actively appased
the whole range of
Saviet policies,
ep,couragedi knawn
fascist elements who
killed an unknawn number af ardinary cammunists and established clase links with the
CIA outfit operating from Austria and
West Germany.
The Party was very
nearly liquidated.
Finally, Nagy declared that his cauntry wauld withdraw fram the Warsaw 'Pact and maintain a pasture of neutrality in internatianal affairs.
At a time when the
sputniks had not
gane
up and the
USSR was yet unable to attain any
kind of military :parity with the USA,
Hungary undoubtedly accupied a key
pasitian in the defence system af the
sacialist
warld.
Campare
it naw
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with Dubcek's Czechaslavakia.
The
Party and the iPeaple are salidly behind Svaboda and Dubcek, with anly
a handful almast ready far the rale
af Saviet quislings; no. anti-communist
slagans have appeared
anywhere in
the country.
No. ane has affered the
least af armed pravacatian
to. the ac;cu;pying
farces.
During
all these
manths and even now practically no.
one who matters has called far the
counuy's withdrawal fram the Warsaw
Pact.
It is possible that the move
might came later had the Saviets not
intervened; but Tass is yet to manufacture any supporting evidence.
The military
argument does
nat
seem to hold much water today. Suppasing that Czechaslovakia
ceases to
be a member of the Warsaw Pact, will
it materially endanger the security of
the Soviet fatherland?
This !paint
needs labouring, for, (a) the Soviets
keep harping ad nauseam on the theme
af West German militarism and (b)
many
an honest
individual would
swallaw anything and everything necessary for the defence of . the Soviet
Union.
Bath
these are essentially
anachronistic
hangovers
from
the
1930s and 1950s.
Today the Saviet
Union is powerful enough to crush
any lPassible foreign aggressar;
bath
the USA
and the USSR have the
stackpile
to "overkill"
each other.
West Germany,
despite its warlards
and its industrial and military complex', is a very 1P00r match for the
Soviet Union; at most, it can become
the launching pad for a U.S. adventure.
Cansequently
West Germany
alone can never threaten her' immediate eastern neighbaurs
so long as
the possibilities of Soviet rCIPrisal are
there; if West German expansianism is
still a threat, it is valid only far Poland and Czechaslovakia.
Thus, cantrary to what the Soviets say, the West
German .. menace ..proves
something
quite different.
It merely explains
why no Czech statesman in his senses
could afford
to dispense
with the
Soviet military umbrella.

Economic Argument
We may now turn to the economic
argument.
The present Czech leaders
have undaubtedly been keen to deve-

lap mare intimate ecanamic relatians
with the West.
Mare trade with the
West is desired by every single cauntry
in the socialist world. Then there have
been unconfirmed
rClparts that
the
Czechs want
Western
aid. Well,
Gcmulka in Paland did obtain U.S.
aid in the late
fifties, but no. one
thought lfit to. pratest about it then or
later. Ota Sik, the Czech Deputy Prime
Minister, infarmed the correspandent
of The Times last Ajpril that in a few
years' time the Czechs would like to
establish a convertible currency and
also. welcome a few jaint ventures in
partnership with Western private c3jpital. From a sacialist 1P0int of view
bath these, specially the latter, are
certainly
reprehensible.
But
then
Hungary
has already taken a small
step in that direction by maving her
awn Iprice structure somewhat closer
to. that in the world! capitalist markets
and mare importantly, by allowing individual
export-earning
(of dollars,
etc) firms to imlPort freely up to a
certain propartian
af thase earnings.
On the secand issue, the Saviet leaders are opening UiP Siberia for exploitatian
by
Japanese
monotPaly
groups.
Thus everyone
af Czechoslavakia's economic "sins" has been
or is being perpetrated
with impunity
by one or other member af the bloc,
including the Big Brother.
What then is the real bane of cantentian?
Despite the formal Soviet
statements to. the contrary, they can
ill afford to. accept the liberal premises
of the :post-Novatny
set-up.
Let us
make no mistakes about it. The Actien Programme of the Czech party
as well as the actual course of develapments since last year provided unheard of guarantees of genuine liberty
for the individual.
Tito's Yugoslavia,
in sl~ite of its unearned reputation for
liberalism, has never shown the least
tolerance to heterodox currents
of
sacialism; all uncomfortable critics are
either silenced or sent to jail in no
time.
Liberalism
has been in any
case intraduced in measured hameapathic doses under the personal su~rvision of the Leader, while the nonfunctioning demacracy has been adorned with all the lParaphernalia of canstitutianal
legality, local -self-gavern-
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mentand workers' council. Similar•. many has considerably narrowed the
ly, Rumania deviated from many living standard gap as compared to
Soviet norms and snatched her eco- West Germany. Since the erection of
nomic and political independence,
the Berlin Wall and relaxation of the
without infringing the basic, unformu- censure inside the country, there has
lated Soviet law that the leaders must probably develOjped a new sense of
never be questioned by the base.
East German nationalism. Yet Ulbricht
Indeed, there are at least three and his colleagues at the top may still
countries where the existing leader- be suspect; there is no doubt that
ship is unable to contain the restless pressures exist for a more democratic
elements. Poland at the beginning :regime. It is ~qually pb~ibus that
of this year wa&the theatre of student West German and foreign agents will
violence and intellectuals' :protest that work hard during any turmoil to wrest
nearly shook the ruling oligarchy. As the country from the Soviet bloc. This
a cowardly riposte, the authorities ex- is the fear that haunts most the milipelled a number of students while a tary commanders of the Warsaw Pact
good number of Jewish professors of and may well have been the decisive
world eminence were thrown out of factor behind the Soviet intervention.
their jobs. A seething anger lingers It is significant that the last leader
on in the intellectual milieu. In the to visit Prague was none other than
USSR, although the situation may not Ulbricht, himself.
be as acute, there is a strong undercurrent of protest aganist bureaucratic
Possible Consequences
misrule in many towns and villages.
If such fears of \possible internal
Earlier this year the trial in camera of mini-revolts in Soviet bloc countries
the writer Ginzburg and his associates were the real cause, these are unlikely
brought to the fore more than a minor to be dispelled whatever' be the outripple. Protests streamed in from come of the current Soviet-Czech
diverse quarters-members
of the liegotiations in Moscow. If the Czech
USSR Academy of Sciences, professors leaders succumb internal upheavals
in the universities, scientists, writers, can at most be postponed, but the
artists and even 'from some collective deep-rooted malaise of the intelligentfarms. Many party members in sia in East Europe will persist with
Moscow, Leningrad and elsewhere undiminished force. On the other
have been summarily expelled from hand, if the Czechs succeed, this will
the party fOr questioning the antiqua- greatly acc,elerate, the downfall of the
tec\ methods of trial. In other words, ruling groups elsewhere, in East
there are am:ple indications that many Europe.
people in that country are privately
Outside East Eurqpe certain convoicing their misgivings about the sequences seem to emerge already.
totality of the present relations bet- First and foremost, no one can have
ween the rulers and the ruled. With missed the extreme caution displayed
forty years of bureaucratic
rule by the Americans. Their condemnabehind them most !people had forgot- tion today lacked the ringing tone of
ten that an alternative was feasible;
1956. Was there then a tacit undershould the Czechs succeed, the social standing between the two su:rer-powers
equilibrium might be disturbed, lea- for the maintenance of the status quo
ding to far-ranging changes in the of their respective spheres of influCPSU.
ence? Could this not be invoked
equally well whenever American inteEast Germany
rests are threatened by national liberaFinally, there remains East Ger- tion movements in the Third World?
many. The country was bedevilled The Soviets will, in su h cases, have
from the outset by the remnants of no argument to oppose American exNazism as well as by the heavy war 1P0rts of counter-revolution. What if
damages extracted by Stalin. Even the Americans attack Cuba? Granting
then East German socialism is a living that the USSR is militarily incapable
reality and this backward part of Ger- of stalling or resisting it, what support
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can it bring to the Cuban people ?
By attacking Czechoslovakia
the
USSR has taken a vital step forward in
ideological disarmament that would
only help the imperialists and their
satellites. There are already reports
of massing of troops by Israel in occUipied Arab territory.
Secondly, West German militarists,
badly shaken by students' riots earlier
this year, have received a shot in the
arm. Bonn pow threatens to withdraw from the non-proliferation treaty
and has appealed to France for strengthening
NATO.
Conservatives
everywhere in 'Western Europe are
jubilant at this Russian gift.
Finally, the unambiguous condemnation of the USSR by practically all
Western communist \parties, which
have had a long record of subservience to Moscow, has thrown into
sharper relief the contradictions within the pro-Soviet ranks throughout the
world. One only hopes that the seductive myth of "a necessitous alliance between the progressive forces of
th~ ~orld" and the Soviet leadershi(p
will have been exploded once and for
all.
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Calcutta Diary
CHARAN

N0, I am not going to write about

Czechoslovakia, but about some
of our intellectuals.
In their current ranting against the
Soviet Union, the tribe in our country
whom I feel like designating righteousindignationwalas, groping for a parallel from the past, fall back on Hungary and 1956. But what about China
and! 1960? The breach with China
came 'Plrecisely because the Russians
wan1ed to ram down certain most unreasonable demands wl1ich the Chinese resisted. The Big Brother was not
amused; he was -not used to dealing
with the intransigent Asians-just
as,
subsequently, he had trouble in dealing with the intransigent Latin Americans, for example, Fidel and Cuba.
For all one knows, even in 1960, the
Soviet authorities must have considered the feasibility of knocking off China
through a military putsch. This alternative was perhaps given U!P' after the
due weighing of all issues: China was
much too big a country to be taught
a lesson in this manner. Instead, the
Russians, after some ceremonial huffing an'd puffing, decided to withdraw
irom China. Even last week, a free
debate must have ranged within the
upper echelons of the Soviet Communist Party over whether it was
, going to be a' Hungary Or a China.
Those preferring a Hungary obvi.ously
won out.

But I promised not to talk about
Czechoslovakia. Instead, let us talk
about those intellectuals in our country
who are aroused: by distress only
when the peOlpaewho are in distress
are white and enjoy a certain
minimum standard of living. There
is nothing in common between an
average communist in Czechoslovakia and one in Vietnam. The
former will have an annual income of
at least 4,000 dollars, will be the
recipient of diverse State. subsidies,
will enjoy a paid vacati.9n for a month
AUOU~T ~..1, .1968
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every year, will eat and drink well;
. being a member of the Party involves
him only in some marginal choresand chores which have a typically bureaucratic flavour, such as keeping the
accounts, or sitting in on a factory
works committee. His worries and
thoughts are the very spit of the worries and thoughts of his native Party:
would wages catch up with the wages
in the West European countries, would
the manufacture of television sets be
maintained at a satisfactory rate,
could he afford to buy another suit
before festival time, and so on. There
is no place of ideology in his being
and existence: no great IPlassionsdisturb him. On May Day parades and
other similar occasions, he may shout
slogans about Vietnam Or Indonesia,
but such shouting will be a ritualistic
exercise: these get shouted only because certain circulars have been issued from above. The world of this
Czechoslovak comrade will be of zero
relevance to the world of the peasant
comrade from Vietnam Or Indonesia,
whose per capita income will iPerhaps
not exceed! 90 dollars annually, or
may be not even that. The composition and the setting are altogether different: lack of food, arrests, torture,
mortar, napalm, blood, deaths, stench
of burning humanitv, stealthy marches
through the .night, bombs, absence of
sanitation, bridges washed away or
demolished, family life cut asunder,
learning-by
the most direct process
-the tactics of guerilla warfare, more
deaths, wounds, short rations, still
shorter
rations,
capture,
torture,
deaths, more deaths. The European
communist-memory
of the Resistance long worn out-must feel totally
lost in this milieu

So with our domestic crop of intellectuals. The stirring of their conscience, it seems, is positively correlated
with the level of 'Per capita income
of the communists op. whose behalf

.the conscience is supposed to be stir. red. In other words, our intellectuals
belong to the garden variety of snobs
-they are income-snobs. The extermination of one million communists in Indonesia did not evoke any
feeling of n-ausea in them; their emotions are not involved even if a few
thousand people on the average die
every day-as they are d)ling right now
-in Biafra; American butchery .in
Vietnam is, according td them, only an
unsavoury episode, and nothing much
more. But Czechoslovakia is it: the
Czechoslovak people have a fairly
high standard of living. You will not
lose caste by airing your sympathies
for these people. It is a pity all newspapers are closed, otherwise they
would have been full of statements,
speeches and declamations propagating the moral indignation felt by the
Indian intellectuals over the happenings in Czechoslovakia. And having
got that thing off their chest, the intellectuals would then have moved
on to the next item on the agenda,
organising an Odissi performance by
Indrani Rehman to raise funds in aid
of the zoological gardens perhaps?
•••

•••

It is almost an elementary exercise
in what was once known as deductive logic: not all hypocrites are intellectuals, but all intellectuals are
hypocrites. They are clever people,
most often with the gift of the gab,
and usually also with some felicity for
composing chiselled, sparkling sentences. They can rationalise seemingly impossible conduct and behaviour, and therefore get away even
with murder. And they can exude
sanctimony. I have a suspicion that
a major part of the reason why the
Communist Party of India and its
tributaries have been unable to spread
their influence in the Indian countryside, despite the presence of a large
number of objectively favourable circumstances, is the dominance of intellectuals--full-fledged, semi-and quasi-in the Party. The intellectuals came
into the Party with their own classbias·: despite the seasonal invocations
over 'de-classed' bourgeois cadr~s, de-:
r

.L, .
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clSlOns taken by the Party were accordingly influenced by considerations
more directly affecting the upper
mIddle class. Besides the proximity
of intellectuals provoked a slide into
skill-fetishism in the analysis of the
economic and political situation; the
emphasis was on the contribution and
refinement of footnotes; substantive
issues tended to be slurred over, and
the battle of the footnotes came to
occupy the central stage. Closely linked to this was the other consequence
which h<'.sbeen even more damaging:
intellectuals,
with their advanced
egocentricity, have goaded others into futile controversies which should
have been avoided by all means if the
party were to conserve its energies for
more worthwhile objectives.

Perhaps I am being unfair, but,
then again, perhaps I am not. When
intellectuals and similar bourg~ois
types control communist and quasicommunist parties, 'the policy of the
principle' tends to take a back seat.
The United Front in West Bengal
has issued a 32-point programme
which it claims will be implemented
if it returns to IPower in November.
Forget about the thirty-two points,
I have only a short and single
criterion for testing the mettle of the
United Front: will it recognise the
Hindustan Steel Employees' .union in
Durgapur?
For several years now,
the HSEU has been commanding the
loyalty of more than 80 per cent of
the workers in the two Hindustan
Steel units in that township; in various elections-such as for the Workshop Committee, the Canteen Committee, and so on-, it has demonstrated its overwhelming strength; a
functionary of the Union won' the
Durgapur seat for the Assembly in the
last General Election. Yet the officially recognised union continues to
be Mr' Atulya Ghosh's Hindustan
Steel Workers' Union. Recognition is
accorded by the Labour Department
of the Government of West Bengal.
The United Front was in power for
nine months during last year, still
recognidon for the HSEU did not
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come through .. The Labour Minister
Some weeks ago, a special plea was
in the UF Government happened to made in these columns for increasing
be Mr Subodh Bannerjee, who won the number of seats allotted the SUC
fame apropos the year's gherao epiin the UF list for the ensuing midsodes. But, you see, the HSEU is
CPI (M)-dominated, while the Socia- term election. I ha ve therefore no
list Unity Centre, Mr Bannerjee's qualms in referring to the unsavoury
business of the non-recognition of the
party, h~ppens to have set up another
Durgapur
Union. Bourgeois inconsisunion-which
is nothing but a paper
organisation-in
Durgapur.
Inevi- tencies creep into not just the attitudtably, the issue of. recognition became es towards Czechoslovakia and Vietnam.
rather sticky ...

Undergraduate Reading l'oday
S. C.
pROFESSIONAL
and college books
apart, the undergraduates today
do not read much in general. One of
the reasons is perhaps the popularity
of the cinema. One never knows
what will happen when TV comes.
Young men would see David Copperfield on the screen rather than go
through the lengthy book, though the
taste of a novel and of its lfilm version
can never be the same.
Among other reasons there is the
high price of books: even paperbacks
are very costly. But then do the
richer students buy books? Some do;
others lfind it difficult when the petrol
fO]1the car has been paid for (a point
G. M.' Trevelyan has made writing
about the general reading public in
England).
Then,' the students are
faced with a heavier curriculum than
were their predecessors. There are also
other amenities or distractions besides
books-cinema,
travel, girl friends,
parties and sessions in the coffee house.
There is politics, too, to engross their
attention.
A well-read Presidency COllege
student told me rather flippantly that
boys read Sartre and Camus in the
first year, Marxism in the second, and
poetry in the third. When I asked
what poems they read, he said, "Spender, Ezra Pound, and they have a go
at Eliot". Poems quoted or alluded
to in Communist literature are pOlPular,
particularly lines from Spender, Auden
or Mayakovsky. Other poets favourite among the coffee-house undergra-
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duates are Jibanananda Das, Shakti
Chatterjee, Subhas Mukherji, Buddhadev Bose (no ranking is, of course,
implied) and :poets of the Krittibas
group. Bishnu Dey is not unpopular.
Among the novelists, he said, Kafka,
Joyce and Thomas Mann are read. I
found that the English writers were
not very well known among the undergraduates.
No one for instance
mentioned,
L. P. Hartley,
Iris'
Murdoch, Graham Greene C. P.
Snow Or E. M. Forster, though
some said that Maugham is out of
fashion. English poets of the fifties
and the sixties are not read. Many
do not know that the modern English
!poets are writing simple, intelligible
poems.
Americans have, of course, come to
the scene. University students, one
gathers, are reading Harold Robbins
like mad. Among Harold Robbins'
particular admirers are boys and girls
from English-medium schools.
A
smart young man from a South Calcutta college told me of many American magazines ; one popular magazine is Women and Home .. There is
a host of indigenous magazines which
sell among woman students: Femina,
Star

and

Style,

Eve's

WeeklY-Qne

could go on piling names. Among
other magazines read are Ghoroa and
Naba Kollol, Desh and Amrita. Then
there are Bengali lfilm magazines like
J alsha and Ultorath. These magazines
sometimes publish novels by well,,;
known contempo~ary writers.
AUGUST 31, 1968
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me that pornogr3tP'hy was less accessi- Exodus by Leon Uris is a favourite,
ble to students in his time, i.e. the Harald Robbins' Carpetbaggers is
1940s. However two Bengali sex another. Harold Robbins is perhaps
magazines were current in his college , the most widely rcad author, they' said.
days, Natun Jivan and Nara Nari. The One even quietly admitted that she
latter is still in circulation and has was acquainted with the writings of
Henry Miller. Among other authors
now become more of a sober maga
zine. Engineering students living in mentioned were Barbara Cartland,
hostels are said to go in for such books Denise Robins, Georgette Heyer and
At least ten
and magazines in _a big way. How Mary McCartney (?).
ever, . academic books on sex are not different peo,ple said that college
!popular among the students. Some- women liked Denise Robins. As I had
Erotic Literature
one said that the unpopularity was due not read any book by this author before
It is a widespread belief that stu- to the fact that good books on sex I asked for some at the local bookstall. I was shown four or five titles
dents patronize erotic literature, thou- are written in English-hardly
a can
and when I skimmed throughed' the
gh presumably in a clandestine man- vincing reason.
ner. A bookseller in South Calcutta
Students with lpolitical inclinations pages I gathered that they were
love stories, traditional
told me with a smile when I mention- seek, of course, books after their own romantic
ed those books, "Well you wouldn't heart, but seldom do they read the favourites with women readers. These
college students do, of course, like
get a word out of the students". A original ones. Few, I understand,
senior Presidency College student gave have read through Das Kapital though Shakespeare, whom they read in selecme a signi'ficant hint. When the well- , hundreds may be familiar with intro- tions. Keats, Shelley, Tennyson and
read young man from Presidency en- ductory or exegetical writings and Browning have not lost their charm.
lightened me_about Kafka, Camus and with party publications. Books on in- Among the 20th century English wriMayakovsky, the senior student told ternational 'relations
seem, on the ters D. H. Lawrence, Gerald and
me in a low voice, "Nonsense, ordina- whole, popular, specially memoirs and Lawrence Durrell are read, so is MauIncidentally, older writers
ry boys hardly read those bOOKs. The)' accounts of war trials. Books on Hilter gham.
read pornography. (Incidentally, the and Eichman are read with ilJterest. such as Tolstoy and Maupassant bave
primary meaning of pornographyChurchill is read but not so widely, stood the test of time: they are read
Greek 'pome' 'prostitute' and graphein while Nehru and other Indian leaders in English and Bengali translations by
novelist
'to write'-is the "description of the are picked up only occasionally. At all students. The French
life, manners etc of prostitutes and one time there was great demand for Francoise Sagan is appreciated by
their patrons. Hence the expression The Untold Story and The Death of a students with an English-medium
of obscene or !Jnchaste subjects in President. A Presidency College stu- background. Loreto students further
literature or art." O.E.D.)
My infor- dent with anti-Communist views said said that they liked Eugene O'Neill,
mant mentioned a series called the that he was quite familiar with books Arthur Miller and Tennesse Williams
Travellers Companion Series. There like Animal Farm and The God That among the playwrights. Asked about
are, besides, the traditional Battala Failed. Among magazines Now hdd magazines, they said that they liked
books, often with' revealing titles. I a wide circulation among the 'progres- The Daily Mirror, The IIl,lstrated
will not venture to call Kathleen Wind- sive' students., A librarian in South London News and the John O'London
sor's Forever. Amlier or Sameresh Calcutta library said that Communist maoazir:e. The latter has now been
Bose's Bibar pornographic- literature literature and newS/p,apers are read incorporated in the Books And Bookthough Bibar has been a hot favourite and liked by a large number of Il;en. None of the student I interviewcd mentioned Books and Bookwith college students. The assistant students.
men, which I find a very readable
librarian of a well-known college in
magazine. Some of them read the
North Calcutta told me that students Different Habits
made a bee line to his library for
Colleges in and around Park Street Punch, while others read Femina,
Bibar. They were dis3iPpointed on are peopled by an isolated community Eve's Weekly, Better Home and Gar-.
being told that Bibar had not been who have somewhat difIerent reading dens, Woman, Woman and Home,
bought. However, the craze for por- habits. A list made in consultation Woman's Own etc.
Their counterpfll ts in Bengali colnography had encouraged publishers with Loreto College students shows
to bring out books in Bengali which that among detective fiction they read leges read Bengali novels. The
have no title pages. These books are Ian Fleming, Conan Doyle, Erle women students of Burdwan Univerprinted on coarse Ipaper. stapled and Stanley Gardner, James Hadley Chase sity have, for instance, set up a novel
passed from had to hand. There are and Agatha Christie. Conan Doyle library. Many of the men in Bengali
no names of authors or publishers and is read more by school students than colleges are fiction readers. Authors
no one seem~ to know where they by their seniors. These women said Like Samaresh Bose, Bimal Mitra,
come from. A college teacher ..told they always read the best-sellers. Ashapurna Devi, and Nihar Ranjan
If film magazines are popular, the
films have also set the fashions for
readings. My Fair Lady has brought
into fame Shaw's Pygmalion. South
Pacific has popularized Michener's
Tales from the South Pacific. Among
Bengali writers Asutosh Mukerji is
very much read in that way. Tarun
Bhaduri and Sameresb, Bose have been
introduced by films to a wide circle
of readers.
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Gupta have a large circle of admirers. friends used to read Thomas Hardy.
Saratchandra is still very much read. I found that Hardy was iPopular even
Rabindranath is an all-time favourite. one or two years ago. The gentleman
also said that they read: Ibsen, ChekI could not get much information
about Hindi writers. Among novelists hov and Marie Carelli.
Ramchandra Shukla, Guru Dutt" Prem"What newspapers did you read ?"
chand, Jayshanker Prasad etc are I asked him.
"We read The Bengali and The
popular, among poets Suryakanta Tripathi, Mahadevi Varma (poetess),
Englishman",
he said. He also menSumitranandan Pant, Ramdhari Singh tioned other newspapers and jouriialsDinkel', and Jayshanker Prasad are such as Prabashi, Bharatbarsha, The
Review
and the monthly
well known. The latter is the only Modem
Basumati
name of a dramatist that was available numbers of Basumati.
to me. Hindi magazines are becom- seems to have been quite pOlPular,
ing popular; Dharmayug, Saraswati,
according to an old librarian in South
Sahitya-Sandesh,
Madhyam
have a Calcutta.
A newspaper called Forlarge circulation among students.
ward was also read in his times, he
The musical-minded among the said. He added that Ananda Bazar
undergraduates buy film songs issued became well known to the students in
in inexpensive pamphlets. A V{oman the 1930s and the Communist paper
student of Presidency has all the film Swadhinata in the early forties. There
song books that have come out in re- has been an increasing demand for
cent years. Bengali women buy or bor- newslP-apersamong the college students.
row music pieces, 'particularly those by Boys in the college common rooms
Tagore, Nazrul, Atulprasad and others. can be seen scrambling over newsA section of the upper middle class papers.
buys the 1000 Hit Songs sold in the
A discussion with a woman who
Park Street-Free School Street area. has very recently done her B.A. in an
There is also some demand for books American University and who is
on sewing. I could get only one title: spending her, vacation' here has been
'Woman
and Needlecraft'.
I learn particularly helpful. What I gathered
that some students are avid readers from her may be taken as a JPiece of
of the annual horoscope numbers and late news from America. The Ameastrological magazines. There are rican undergraduates read what the
not many books on hobbies in the higher-income undergraduates of the
Indian languages and as a result in- posh colleges read in Calcutta. Auterest in books on hobbies is con1fin- thor's like James Baldwin, Ian Flemed to the English-reading community. ing (mainly read by women) HemingA section of students read Westerns way, Arthur Miller are read by the
and thrillers. To the list should be university folk. We asked to name
added
the
names
of
Zane some' titles, she mentioned Mary
Grey and Louis L' Amour (?). The McCarthy's The Group and Arthur
taste has shifted from the brillant Miller's Tropic of Cancer. She menpieces of Conan Doyle to .the sen.sa- tioned Saul Bellow. Ebony, Vogue,
tionalism of Fleming and his associat- House and Garden, Seventeen
are
paopular
magazines;
hobby
magazines
es.
I asked a college teacher what books like Gun and Camelia are popular,
they read in their times, i.e. the 1940s. too. Playboy is read for entertainHe said that film magazines were not ment. There are quite a few books
kept in homes. They read English read for their sex-appeal. Fanny
translations of the French and Russian Hill is a favourite. Candy, 'Lolita,
novels; Maupassant's short stories Lady Chattel'ley's Lover are other
In recent years Kama
were admired, Zola's Nana was fur- favourites.
tively enjoyed, while the taste of the Sutra has won an American audi~nce.
sophisticated ranged from Rousseau's The anti-Communist publications of
Confessions to Anatole France's Thais.
the John Birch Society have their
Another gentleman who was in college readers too. On the other hand Comin the early twenties said that his class munist party literature has its own
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consumers.
Thus there are many
parallels between American and
Indian reading among undergraduates.
Where do the students get the
books?
Some books are bought by
individuals, more borrowed from
friends and local libraries. It is a sad
truth that there are a few libraries in
this country. I asked many librarians
if the undergraduates asked he1p in
matters of selection. In almost all
cases the answer was 'no'. An assistant librarian of a well-known college
in Calcutta told me that the students
thought it below their dignity to ask
the librarians for advice. Some students said the librarians have no specialized knowledge of the books they
are looking for. Apart from libraries
fiction is borrowed from friends. A
marriage in the family-means so many
story books to read. Then there are
those shabby bookshop-cum-lending
libraries which lend books for 25 or
50 paise against deposit money.
Formerly these sho~ were localised in
the Free School Street and Dalhousie
Square are'as, but now there are such
shops in the Ballygunge area too.
To sum up, a relatively small number of students read non-professional
books. Older authors such as Saratchandra, Rabindranath, Tolstoy, Maupassant have retained their popularity.
Curious enough, the taste for Hardy
and a minor writer, Jerome K. Jerome,
has been revived. The bias has shifted from romantic literature to psychological and realistic writings. Films
have begun to exert a considerable influence on the reading habits of students. Non-books like horoscopes,
song-sheets have also won young
minds. There is a large demand for
American paperbacks.
In fact the
Americans are now as fashionable as
the Continental writers were twenty or
thirty years ago.
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the dramatic situations, and in investing the characters with a series of
delightful idiosyncrasies. All credit
KARUNA
SANKAR RAY
theref.ore goes to the director Surajit
Sen Gupta, a dab band in the field of
directing Shakes;p~arean produetions in
FTER a look at The Twelfth
Night staged by a newly formed town whose excellent sense of dramagroup called "The Theatricals" at turgy scores a triumpb in The' Twelfth
St. Xavier's College Hall last week, Night. Particularly impressive are the
one is inevitably reminded' of Kenneth lighter scenes where Viswanathan's
Tynan's observation that the romantiG swaggering Sir Toby, played with
aJlIproach to Shakespeare has taken a spurts of vitality and vitriolic Puckishmortal battering in the last dozen ness and Victor Banerjee's droll Sir
years. The poker-faced lugubrious Andrew, :pJayed with a- permanent
Malvolio of Neil O'Brien, played with quizzical frown, make the going reala dry astringency on the whole and ly hilarious. The scene where Malwith a sardonic vehemence in the de- volio is trapped, as also the scene depressing dark room scene in particular, picting the drinking orgy in Olivia's
surely IPiutsa lie to the traditional in- house, stand out easily in this respect.
terpretation of Lord David Cecil who Mr Sen GUIPltamust also be complidescribed Malvolio as a mere spoil- mented for his dexterous handling of
sport or a fussy pomlPi<msupper ser- the last sceneSi (and certainly for offervant, or of Prof Charlton whQ view- ing a delightful pair of twins!) where
ed all Shakespeare's comedy as the un- mistaken identities create confusion
complicated story of a lover and his and an impossible tangle.
lass. It has been a long-indulged cliche to call Shakes;peare's comed1es Naivete
The one in1firrnityof the production
saturnalian instead of satirical, and as
is
over-emphasis on the broad farce
starting in trouble, ending in joy and
and
a directorial gambit too tendenticentred! in love in conformity with the
Christian understanding of reality. ously aimed at lp.resenting the play
The modem and more sensible inter- more as a gorgeous romp than as a
pretation of The Twelfth Night re- real experience of comedy. In the
minds us in this connection of Prof. process, the king-pin of, all action,
Hotson's ;prodigious research and that Viola, one of the greatest of Shakes'Shakespeare's Malvolio, far from be- ,peare's comedy-queens, comes to be
ing derived from Bandello's pages, played with disconcerting naivete and
was modelled on Sir William Knollys, adolescent ebullience by Miss Nazrin
the Comptroller of Queen Elizabeth's Mowji, and Feste, in spite of the
household, who brought ridicule to the sprightly ~cting of Rymer Murray, reCourt by his infatuation for the noto- mains no more than a flat poltroon in
Surely, "Come. away,
rious Mal Fiton. For once at least, a burlesque.
one is tempted to observe that Shakes- come away, death And in sad
peare's comic vision hovered jperilously CYlPlresslet me be laid"· and "What is
close to the Bergsonian theory which love? 'tis not hereafter" evoke a wistholds laughter to be corrective rather ful and yet disturbing melancholy in a
than benign, and puts down its origin timeless universe, a sadness and a
to the suggestion of rigidity, inelasti- mel a n c hoI Y which never· come
city and! automatism emb~dded in the through. In, the burlesque-like rendering of The Twelfth Night, Feste
character of a person.
loses
his depth and Viola appears as
"The Theatricals" :production, apart
a victim of circumstances without any
from eschewing a facile interpretation
of Malvolio (c.L, Lord David Cecil, power to change them and Orsino is a
"After the last words of the Duke, mere neutral onlooker, hOlPiingfor the
Pursue him and entreat him to a best.
The one other shortcoming in the
place we must suppose peace will be
:production
is of course in respect
easily !procured"), reveals a boisterelocution whicb is bound to
ous inventiveness in the handling of of

Twelfth Night
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plague all Shakespearean prodticti6ns
outside England and America. The
densest of Shakespeare's comic verse
:packed in Viola's lines becomes a sure
casualty as Miss Mawji lisps and lisps
and lisps and Juliette D'santos's Maria
typifies the general confusion in articulation.
It was refreshing to see Olivia played by a young actress, so unlike the
contemporary IPlractice in England
where matronly dames are drafted into this role. And despite a mannered pouting of the lips, an unnecessary
elongation of the vowels and a wee
bit stiffness of movements, Miss
Reema Sengu:rta's rendering of Olivia
is very pleasing. She strikes a proper
balance between vivacity and seriQusness.
In the sUPiportingroles·mention may
be made of Sebastian who is reasonably well acted by Ashoke Chadha
and of Orsino, played by Godfrey
Engineer, who articulates his words
with precision and poise.
The stagecraft and lighting and decor are sin1lPJeas well as good. Particularly tbe end of the scene showing the exit of Feste with Sir Toby
and Sir Andrew, and the sudden intrusion of pastiche 17th century court
music brings about an impressive
finale.
.One last wordL-J oyce O'Brien and
Errol Godfrey must be complimented
for the gorgeous costumes.

A Countess From

I-Iongkol1g
PRABODH

A

Counte~s

KUMAR

from

MAITRA

Hongkong

is

Chaplin's lfirst film in colour which
he made at the age of 77 after a gap
of nine years. Chaplin himself recognised the making of the film as "quitc
an adventure" because he had never
directed stars before, exceQt of course
himself. His stint with stars this
time provides enjoyable moments even
though the great master makes a brief
appearance, in a cameo role, pec:ping
through the door, perhaps to obse~ve
how his stars Brando and Loren are
shaping in the new circumstances.
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1t is a romantic comedy which,
Chaplin insists, he has tr ted realistically, with true characterisation, just
~ as much as to make it believable.
It has a charming iPlot complete with
the trappings of a tournament of unmitigated fun. ChCliplin,the ace performer, seems happy that two other
great performers are doing things at
his bidding. The one, Marlon Brando,
a d~plomat, is caught in an embarrassing situation with the stowaway
countess,
Sophia Loren, Chaplin
tries to exploit the situation, catching
the oscillation of attraction and uneasy feeling between the diplomat and
the woman. The bedroom farce with
constant taps on the door buzzer, the
finding of the woman for the first
time in the bath, the floundering
figures with
vomitting spell due to
sea-sickness, the embarrassment with
the improvised dress for the countess
-all these have predictable potentialities for fun. Outside, in the dance
scene whenever Loren goes everything
goes berserk. The situations whoop
up for a while.
The gags seem at times a little
laboured and the elaboration somewhat repetitive.
Brando performs
with felicity but one misses the sprightly look necessary in such a role.
He wears the embarrassment too much
on his face. Sophia Loren plays Natasha with ease. But it is Patrick
Cargill who steals much of the show,
veering close to the old-timers of the
master's generation with deadpan
assurance.
Cha:plin enjoy'ed himself more in
front than at the back of the camera.
He has, of course, the honesty to admit that he prefers to look on the
camera lens as a small proscenium
"and feels comfortable when it is at a
distance". He never wants the camera
to give the performance-that
is how
he looks at the whole thing. In this
film most of the time the camera stares
motionlessly. He disarms others by
saying that complexity !perplexes him
and anyway complexity is not truth.
He has settled for that and feels happy
t~at 'people love the humanity in the
tramp he portrayed. He seems to have
made A Countess from Hongkong,
which could very well be his last

a
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film, to show to the world his enormous fund of creative expression.
Gone, certainly, is the spontaneity of
yesteryears but the film somehow
achieves a texture as twilit as its
maker's fading charm.

Letters

Not Dead Mutton
As a member of the West Bengal
Government College Teachers' Association, I feel obliged to reply to the
charges brought by C.R. against the
Association in his "Educational GoAs-You-Like" (August 24) that the Association has remained absolutely indifferent to the victimization of the
physical instructor at the Taki Government College, that the Association
lent moral support to the 'Anti-Ticketless Travel Movement' pioneered by
the Principal and members of the
Barasat Govemment College since a
prominen~ member of the Association
participated in it, and that meetings
of the Association held at the ABT A
hall are no more than a get-together
,for the purpose of eating mutton
chops.
As for the first charge, the physical
instructor never approached the Association and so the ,Association possibly coula not do much. However, I
thank C. R. for bringing the fact to
light.
Regarding'the second charge, C. R.
cannot hold the Association responsible for the acts of an' individual member in his private capacity. The Association is not the moral guardian of
its members. Besides, the so-called
prominent member of the Association .
is prominent only in the photo, not
in the Association.
About the last charge. I cannot
but adore C.R. for his deep concern
at the huge wastage of money in holding chop-eating meetings. No doubt
mutton chops are eaten but at meetings which continue for hours together. Will C.R. please take the
trouble of attending one of these
meetings and see for himself what
things are done there? Of course,

he will have the telTibl~ €xperierlce
of being offered and possibly eating
a mutton chop.
S.

DAB GUPTA

Calcutta.

Sadhus Anu Teachers ~
The student community is always
dubbed irresponsible and undisciplined
and condemned for their unruly behaviour.
But you have a group of
sadhus irresponsibly playing with the
future of hundreds of students. Why
aren't responsi5le men coming forward
to protect their interest? Why aren't
student organisations doing something?
They are very active in the matter of
deferring examinations. Is it not a
juster cause to fight against the abolition of a reputed institution?
ANIMA BISWAS

Calcutta

"1:1",.lOnest " C ommumsts
.
Apropos "Another Reader's" letter
(August 10), the CPI(M) has never
called the leaders of the CPSU revisionists. A sharp distinction has been
made between them and honest cadres
of the CPSU. Denial of the existence
of - such honest communists in the
Soviet Union is untenable. Hence, to
help them, the call for united action
(not unity) over Vietnam. "Another
Reader" should do well-if
he has
not done so already-to
go through
the lines of "ldeological,Debate Summed: up" a PB publication of the
CPI (M) and "General Line of the
International Communist Movement
(14th June reply of the Central Commit~ee of the Communist Party of
China to the March 30 letter of its
Soviet counteJ:1,part).
Secondly, whence and how did he
know that the CPI(M) has taken to
the inglorious path of ",peaceful transition to socialism"? If participation
in mid-term elections and united
fronts is what he means, well, Lenin
and Mao, Dimitrov and others should
be the first to be admonished.
CHAYAN SEN GUPTA,

Calcutta.
AUGUST 31, 1968
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Hefe is the shoe designed especially
for youno men in the kAOtN, young men
on the go, youno men who insist
on correct styling, more COfnIfort

and amartMH per step,
lIaahioned of rich embo •• ed leathers,
Bata Goldip features the 18'tett
\.n detign and construction, and gives you
a pleasant feeling of sturdy support,
blended with jlJlt the amount of
lightness and flexibility. And it has a
guaranteed sole to boot provided
by Direct Injeotton Process. the
latest advance in shoe engineering.
Visit your nearby Bata Store today
and sample a pair-you'll
be taking
a smart step in more ways thar1 one.

Men
who
tart
things

go
for Goldip
Casual 28.95

